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ABSTRACT 
Let ‘27,xk,(lK!“) denote the space of differential operators of order 5 k from the space of X-densities of 
Iw” into that of p-densities and let S,k(W’) be the space of k-contravariant, symmetric tensor fields 
on Iw” valued in the &densities, 6 = p - X. 
Denote by s&,+i the projective embedding of se(m + 1, R) as a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of 
vector fields of W”. 
One computes the cohomology of se,+ 1 with coefficients in the space of differential operators 
from Sf(lRm) into Sz(Wm). It is non vanishing only for some criticalvalues of 6. Form = 1, these are 
the values pointed out by H. Gargoubi in a completely different context [6]. 
This allows to determine the condition under which the short exact sequence of se,,,, i-modules 
is split (a is the symbol map). 
From this one recovers and generalizes useful results about the structure of the se,+ t-module 
Dxp(Hm) = W,k,(Hm) [3,5,6, g]. 
The cohomology of the latter is also computed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D,,(M) denote the space of differential operators from the space of scalar 
X-densities over a smooth manifold M into the space of scalar p-densities. 
The Lie derivation with respect to vector fields equips D,,(M) with a natural 
structure of module over the Lie algebra of vector fields Vect(M) of M. The 
study of that module has been started in [3, 5, 6, 8, 91. See also [2] for pseudo- 
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differential operators on the complex line. As a vector space, D,,(M) is iso- 
morphic to the graded space 
associated to the filtration of D,,(M) by the order k of differentiation. The k-th 
term of this sum is nothing else but the space S:(M) = r(vkTM ~3 AbM) of 
k-symmetric contravariant ensor fields valued in the scalar densities of weight 
S = Jo - X (A6M denotes the vector bundle of a-densities of M). The iso- 
morphism between D~,(M)/D~;l(M) and S,k is of course induced in a natural 
way by the symbol map 
This map commutes with the Lie derivation of operators on the left and of 
tensor fields on the right. But, however, D,,(M) and Sa(M) are not isomorphic 
as Vect(M)-modules : DA,(M) is better viewed as a non trivial deformation of 
Sa(W. 
For A = p and m > 1, it has been shown [8], nevertheless, that DD,,(M)(RM) 
and S,$lY) are isomorphic as s&+1- modules, where se, + I c Vect(lR”?) is the 
canonical embedding of sl(m + 1, W) as the algebra of infinitesimal inear frac- 
tional local transformations of R” (note that it is a maximal subalgebra of the 
algebra of polynomial vector fields on R”). 
A similar result has been obtained in the one dimensional case (cf. [2] for 
pseudodifferential operators, [6] for differential operators): except for special 
critical values of X and p, D,,(M) is again s&isomorphic to &(M). For the 
critical values, D,,(M) is a non trivial deformation of&(M) and it is described 
in [6] in terms of a family of cocycles, taylored on the occasion, of se2 acting on 
the space of differential operators from T(A-n’2M) into r(Acnf2)‘*M). 
In both cases, m = 1 and m > 1, the se, + r-module structure of DAP(Rm) 
proved to be a powerful tool in studying its Vect(R”)-structure. 
In some sense, the possible difference between the L-modules D,,(M) and 
S&(M), L = Vect(M) or &+I, follows from the fact that the short exact se- 
quence of modules 
(i : the inclusion) maybe is not split. The obstruction against splitting is a 
member of 
H’(L,Hom(S,k(M),Dt;‘(M))). 
Composing with the symbol map (T : Df; l(M) + Sf - l(M), one gets a sort of 
first order approximation of this obstruction, namely an element of 
H’(L, Hom(S,k(M), $-r(M))). 
In this paper, we compute the cohomology space 
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This allows us not only to recover the critical values of [6] but also to find crit- 
ical values form > 1. To do that, we compute the spaces 
(@‘(A,@ denotes the space of differential operators of order 5 k from A 
into B). 
They are computed by induction on k, using the short exact sequence asso- 
ciated to the inclusion of the operators of order k - 1 into these of order k. The 
critical values occur when p - q E No. They are then these for which the con- 
necting homomorphism of the corresponding exact sequence in cohomology 
vanishes. Equivalently, they are these for which 
We also compute the space Hom,e,+, (S~(lRm),S,4(RM)). This is quite hard be- 
cause one is left to show that a mapping from S,P(lRm) into Sl(lR”) is local 
knowing only that it is commuting with the Lx, X E &+ 1. As a corollary, we 
get generalization of a result of [8] : if (m + 1)s - m $! No, then a linear map 
from Ss(lR”) into itself is s&+ 1 -equivariant if and only if its restriction to each 
S,k(lR”l), k E N, is a constant multiple of the identity. 
As a consequence of our computations, we find the necessary and sufficient 
condition for (1) to be split as a sequence of sf?, + i-modules (with A4 = R”). In 
particular, we show that if (m + 1)s - m 6 No, then the s&+i-modules 
DDXP(RM) and &(R”l) are canonically isomorphic. This also generalizes a useful 
result of [8]. 
In fact, the above mentioned cohomology classes constructed in [6] are va- 
lued in D-n r,t +c@). We recover them as a consequence of our computations due 
to the fact that D(S,P(R),S,4(lR)) is isomorphic to D~_p,+q(lRm). 
Besides, very little more is needed then to compute the cohomology of &+ 1 
with coefficients in D,x,(lRm), m 2 1. This is done in the last section. The differ- 
ence between the cases m > 1 and m = 1 is then really significant. 
2. THE PROJECTIVE EMBEDDING OF @n-t l,R) 
For each T E st?(m + 1, R) we denote by T’ the fundamental vector fields on 
P,,,R associated to T and to the canonical action of SL(m + 1, R) by linear 
projective transformations. We also denote by T * its restriction to R”, viewed 
as the open set of points of P,lR having a non vanishing (m + 1)-th projective 
coordinate. 
The mapping T + T * is an injective homomorphism of Lie algebras from 
st(m + 1, W) into the Lie algebra Vect(Rm) of vector-fields on Rm. 
Following [8], we call it the projective embedding ofsl(m + 1, R). We now de- 
scribe it in a way well suited to our purpose. 
We realize sl(m + 1, R) as lRm @gt?(m, R) $ Rm*, where RM and R”* are 
abelian subalgebras, where the adjoint action of A E gl(m, W) is the natural 
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representation of ge(m, [w) and where the bracket of h E [w” and a E Iw”* is gi- 
ven by 
[h, f_2] = a(h)1 + h @ a 
(1 is the unit matrix). It is easily seen that the fundamental vector fields asso- 
ciated to h = (h’) E R”, A E (A;) E ge(m, Iw) and Q = (ai) E [w”’ are 
h* = -h’ai, A* = -AjX’ai and a* = a(x)x’di 
(sums over repeated indices are understood and 8i denotes the partial deriva- 
tive with respect to xi). 
Note that se(m + 1, R) is a graded Lie algebra, [w”, ge(m, rW) and [w”* being 
the homogeneous components of degree - 1,O and 1 respectively. 
For the sake of brevity, we denote se,+ 1 the above realization of 
sqm + 1,q. 
3. COHOMOLOGY OF &+l ASSOCIATED TO A REPRESENTATION OF gt(m,lW) 
Let ( V, p) be a finite dimensional representation of gt(m, R). 
The space C,(R”, V) of smooth v-valued functions on R” is a representa- 
tion of Vect(lR”l). The action L$ of a vector field X on a function f is given by 
.qf = X.f - p(DX)f 
where X.f is the usual derivative X’aif and where DX = (8,X’) is the differ- 
ential of X. 
In fact, C,(R”, V) is the space of sections of the (trivial) bundle associated 
to the linear frame bundle of [w” and to V and LP is the corresponding natural 
Lie derivation. 
Our purpose is to compute the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of the re- 
striction of LP to s!, + 1. 
Recall that LP induces a representation of Cp on the space of cochains. It is 
defined by 
L~=i~oap+apoi~, vx E &+1, 
where dP is the coboundary operator. One has also 
(q4(Xo,. . . ,X-l> = L;(c(xo,. . . ,xs-1)) 
- o <T< s C(xO,. . .7 [XT xi], . . .7 &- 1) 
_ 
for each s-cochain c. 
Proposition 3.1. For each u E (0,. . . ,m}, there exists a unique linear x” : 
_4(g~(m,R),X(R”~*, V)) --+ .4/i&+1, C,(W”, V)) such that 
(i) Cc,4 o x” = 0, ih’ ox” = 0, Vh E R”, 
(ii) (x”(Y))(&, . . . , A:_ 1, a;, . . . , a:) = (y(A0,. . . , A,- l))(w , . . . , au) for 
all Ai E ge(m, R) and all CXj E I%“*, 
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(iii) (x"kMx0,. . . , X, + u _ 1) is an homogeneous polynomial of degree -u + 
xi degree (Xi), for all Xi E .s.& + 1. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the mapping that sends y onto the cochain 
(X0,. . .,x+u-I) + 
(-‘)’ c sign(~)(@&, . . ,~JG,_,))(dt@X,,), . . . ,dtr(D&_,)) t!u!(m + 1)’ v 
has the required properties (Y describes the permutations of t + u elements and 
sign(v) is the signature of the permutation v). Hence the existence. 
Let c E Ac+U(sfZlll+ 1, C,(Rm, V)) be such that J&C = 0, ih+c = 0 for each 
h E IX”. Suppose also that c(&, . . , X,, ,, _ 1) is an homogeneous polynomial of 
degree --u + Ci degree (Xi) for all Xi. We claim that if, in addition, 
c(A,” )...) Pt,*_,,a; ).‘.) o$) =o 
for all Ai E gl(m, R) and all oj E R”*, then c = 0, thus proving the uniqueness 
of xU. We show that c(&, . . . ,X,+,_t)=Obyinductiononk=-u+Ci de- 
gree (Xi). It is true fork 5 0, by assumption. If it is true fork < C then fork = l, 
it follows from 13”~ = 0 that 
h*.(c(Xo,. . . ,Xt+u_,)) = 0, Vh E R”. 
The homogeneous polynomial c(Xo, . . . ,Xt+u_l) of degree e > 0 is thus con- 
stant. Hence it vanishes. 0 
Let x denote the mapping from A(g@, R),A(EP*, V)) into A(&+i, 
C,(W”, I’)) that reduces to xU when restricted to A(ge(m, R), A”(Rm, V)). Ob- 
serve also that A(Rm*, V)) is a representation of g&z, R), its action being de- 
duced in a natural way from the given p and the natural action on R”*. We de- 
note also by 8P the Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary operator associated to 
that representation. 
Lemma 3.2. The mapping x is an homomorphism of difirential spaces. 
Proof. Let y be given. Then ~$&‘x’(y) = PL,~x”(~) = 0 and ih*Px’(y) = 
fZ,4x”(y) - dPih*x”(y) = 0. In addition, it is clear that 
for all Ai E g&r, W) and all aj E R”*. Finally, a careful examination of the 
various terms of (Px~(Y))(&. . . ,X,+,) shows that it is an homogeneous 
polynomial of degree --u + xi degree (Xi). In view of the uniqueness property 
of xU, it follows that aPx”(r) = xU(apy). Cl 
We are now in position to compute the cohomology of se, + 1 associated to the 
representation Lp. 
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Theorem 3.3. The mapping 
is a bijection. 
Proof. We use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence E,!‘q associated to the 
subalgebra R” of se, + 1. Recall [4] that Ey” is the q-th cohomology space of the 
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the representation of [w” induced by h -+ Cg, 
on the space Ap(&+i/[W”, C,(rW”, I’)) or, equivalently, on the space of the 
elements of Ap (se, + 1, C,([w”, V)) that are cancelled out by each ih’, h E R”. 
Once evaluated on X = (Xi,. . . , X,) E sf$,+ ,, a q-cochain c defines a differ- 
ential q-form on R”, namely 
w;:(h,,... ,hq) --) (c(h;, . . . ,h;))(&, . . . ,X,). 
As easily seen, if wi = 0 for degree (X) = xi degree (Xi) < U, then for degree 
(X) = U, one has 
dwC = 
PC 
x wx 1 
where d is the de Rham differential. An easy induction on degree (X) allows 
thus to show that 
(a) If q > 0, then Ef”’ = 0. 
Now, a 0-cocycle is an element c E AP(& + 1, C, (Rm, V)) such that Chpc = 0 
and ih*c = 0 for each h E R”. In particular, if c(X) = 0 when degree (X) < U, 
then c(X) is constant for degree (X) = U. Thus, if y E Ape”(g!(m,R), 
A“(W’*, V)) is defined by 
(y(A1,... ,Ap-u))(%...,%) =c(A;, . . . . J,&Q; ,..., a:) 
then c - xU(y) vanishes on arguments X of degree 5 U. It follows by induction 
on u that c belongs to the image of x. It is clear that x is injective. Therefore, 
(b) x : A(g!(m, R), A(Rm*, V)) + $PkoEf30 is an isomorphism of differ- 
ential spaces. 
We deduce from (a) that the higher differentials di, i > 1, of the spectral se- 
quence are vanishing. The result then follows from (b). 0 
4. DEFORMING THE REPRESENTATIONS OF gl(m.aB) 
Let again (V, p) be a finite dimensional representation of g!(m, R). For each 
X E R, define pa by 
pi : A -+ p(A) - Xtr(d)id 
where tr denotes the trace and id the identity from V into V. 
We want to compute the cohomology of the representation (V, px) of 
g!(m, [w) in terms of that of (I’, p). 
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Let @: (A,d) -+ (&a) b e an homomorphism of differential spaces. The 
mapping 
a, : (a, b) t--+ (au, @(a) - db) 
is a differential on A CB . 
Lemma 4.1. The cohomology space H(d@ a,&) is isomorphic to 
ker @u @ H(B, a)/ im @j. 
Proof. Indeed, the connecting homomorphism ([7]) of the short exact se- 
quence of differential spaces 
043~d@B~d-0 
where iy = (0, -y) and j(x, y) = X, is @u. 0 
Proposition 4.2. The Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of ( V, pi) is isomorphic to 
kerpx(l)tl @ H(sl(m, R), V)/ impx(l)tt 
where pi (l)# is the map induced in cohomology by 
c E A(se(m, R), V) 4 p,j(l) 0 c E A(sQm, R), V). 
Proof. Indeed, the map 
(2) c + (Cl.+, R)> (ilC) IS!(M. R)) 
is an isomorphism of differential spaces between A(g!(m, R), V) equipped with 
the differential 8’~ and (As!(m, lQ))2 equipped with the differential 
(c’, c”) -+ (dV, PA(l) 0 c’ - d%“). 
Hence the result, in view of Lemma 4.1. 0 
We shall now apply the above proposition when V c @$lm and when p is the 
natural representation of ge(m, R) on the tensors. For the sake of simplicity, VA 
will denote the representation (V, PA). 
Proposition 4.3. Let V be a subspace of @$R”’ stable under the natural rep- 
resentation of gl?(m, R) on the tensors. If X f (a - b)/m, then H(gk(m, R), VA) = 
0. If X = (a - b)/m, then H(ge(m, R), VA) is isomorphic to 
(3) (AgQm, R)*), ~ inu @ V,- ins 
where g - inv and s - inv denote the invariance with respect to gC(m, R) and 
se(m, R) respectively. 
Proof. If m > 1, the space of cocycles of the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology 
of the representation (V, p) of se@, R) is the direct sum of the space of co- 
boundaries and of (Ase(m, R)*)s_inv @ V~-inz~ [4]. On the latter, pan is the 
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multiplication by a - b - Xm Moreover, (2) pulls (_4&(m, R)*)z_inv back onto 
(&@, ~)*&x,. H ence the result when m > 1. For m = 1, the result follows 
from an immediate direct computation, (3) being just V in this case. El 
Corollary 4.4. Under the asumptions of Propositon 4.3, H(ge(m, IF!), VA) # 0 
only ifX = (a - b)/m is an integer. 
Proof. It is obvious if m = 1. If m > 1, it follows from the description 
of (@‘baRm)s_;nv [ll]: T E @fRm is sl(m, R)-invariant if and only if 
T(Jl,...,<,,Xi,. . . , Xb), as a function of ci E R”* and Xj E Rm, is a linear 
combination of products of contractions (Xi, [i) and of determinants of the 
form det(&, , . . . , [i,,,) and det(Xj,, . . . , Xjm). 0 
5. TWO EXAMPLES 
In this section, we illustrate the previous results by computing two cohomolo- 
gies of se, + 1 that will be needed later. 
Let us first consider Sf!Rm, the space vk[W” of k-contravariant symmetric 
tensors equipped with the representation px (where p is the natural representa- 
tion of gl?(m, W) on tensors). 
Proposition 5.1. 
(i) Assume that m > 1. If (X,k) E {(O,O),(l,O),(l, l)}, then H(sC,+1, 
C,(R”‘, S,kRm)) is isomorphic to (Agl(m, R)*)g_inv otherwise it is vanishing. 
(ii) If(X,u) E {(k,O),(k, l),(k+ l,l),(k+ 1,2)} thenH(sC2, C,(R,S,klR)) is 
isomorphic to R otherwise it vanishes. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 4.3 that H”(&+ 1, 
C,(R”,S~R”))isnonvanishingonlyifX = (j+k)/m for some j E (0,. . .,m} 
and that it is then isomorphic to 
(4) (A’-jg!(m, R)*)g_inu 60 flj(Rm*, VkRm)s_inv. 
Using the description of (@$R “), _ inv recalled in the proof of Corollary 4.4, the 
latter is non vanishing if and only if (j, k) equals (O,O), (m, 0) or (m - 1,l) in 
which case, (4) is respectively spanned by the mappings 
(-40,. . . ,A,-l)--ty(Ao,...,A,-l), 
(A~,...,A~-~,al,...,a,)--ty(Ao,...,A~-l)det(al,...,cr,) 
or 
(A~ ,..., A~-~,w ,..., a,,-I) + [e-y(Ao ,..., At-l)det(al,...,cr,-l,~)l 
(t = u -j, Ai E ge(m, W), ai, < E R”“, y E (A’g!(m, R)*)g_inv). Hence (0. 
For (ii), it suffices to note that Ai(R, V’R),_ inv = [w. 0 
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Corollary 5.2. The cohomology of se,,, + I acting on the space of scalar X-densities 
of R” vanishes ifX # Oand X # 1 otherwise, it is isomorphic to (Age(m, R)*),_ inu. 
Proof. It is the cohomology of the representation Coo( FP, S!$P) of SC, + 1. •i 
Let us now consider the case of the space SP k*q[Wm of k-contravariant symmetric 
tensors valued in the space of linear maps from Vp[w” into Vq[w” : 
S$%!” = vkR” @ Hom(VPIRm, vqRM) 
N V%” c3 VW” @ VG!m*. 
We equip it with the natural representation of ge(m, W). 
Proposition 5.3. If p E {k + q, k + q + 1) then H(se,+ 1, C,(rW”, S,kGV”)) is 
isomorphic to (Agl(m, R)*)g_inu otherwise it vanishes. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the previous proposition. One is now left 
to study 
(5) 
knowing that p = j + k + q (since ‘A’ = 0). This space is non vanishing if and 
only if j = 0 or j = 1, (5) being then respectively spanned by the mappings 
(AO,...,&l) + [P--‘y(Ao,...,A,-,)(rlDS)k~l 
or 
(Ao,. . . ?&l,(Y) + [P -+ y(Ao,. . . ,&1)(~~r>(@$fy 
(t = 24 -j, Ai E ge(m, R), (Y E Rm, 7 E (n’ge(m, R)*)g-inu3 P E VQ”). 
Here, we view an element of S$‘42” as being a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree k in n E [w”” valued in the space of linear mappings from the space of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree p in 5 E IX”* into the space of these of 
degree q. Moreover, CVDE and 70~ denote the derivations with respect o < in the 
direction a E [w”* and n E Iw”’ respectively. These conventions will be helpful1 
in the sequel. q 
6. COHOMOLOGY OF se,,, VALUED IN ‘D(S;(W’)~cS,4(R’)) 
Recall from the introduction that the structure of the s&,+ i-module DAP(Rm) is 
related to the cohomology of se m+ 1 with coefficients in D(S,P(lRm), S,4(Rm)), 
s=p-A. 
We first compute the cohomology of s&+, with coefficients in 
Dk($‘(lRm),S~(lRm)), k E N. We proceed by induction on k, using the short 
exact sequence 
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that induces an exact triangle 
where the connecting homomorphism 0 is of degree 1 ([7]). Note that the 
cohomology of the quotient is that computed in the previous section. From 
Proposition 5.3, we immediately deduce 
Theorem6.1. (a) Zfp < q, then H(se,+,,Dk(S6P(rW”z),S~([Wm))) = 0 
(b) Ifn 2 0, then 
(i) k<n-l*H(d,+i, Dk(s,“+“(Rm),S~(Rm))) = 0 
(ii) H(& + 1, ~o”-‘(s,4+“(1W”2),S~([Wm))) is isomorphic to (Age(m, R)*),_ inv 
(iii) The inclusion of D”“(S~+“(Rm), S,“(Rm)) into D’(Sl+“(R)“), Si(Rm)) 
induces an isomorphism 
H(sC,+1,2)“(S%+“([W”),S,4([W”))) + H(sB,+1,~k(S64+“(rW”),S64(1Wm))) 
for each k > n. 
Remark 6.2. In (ii), the isomorphism is obtained by composing the isomorph- 
ism of Propositon 5.3 and the map induced in cohomology by the symbol map o 
from ~~-‘(S,g+“(rWm),S,“(rW”l)). 
To complete Theorem 6.1, we need to compute the connecting homomorph- 
ism 0. 
Lemma 6.3. Zf n > 0, identifying H(se,+ 1, C,(R”, S[fn, Rm)) and H(sC,+ 1, 
DDn-‘(S~+n(Rm), S:(Rm))) with (AgC(m, R)*)g_inv using Proposition 5.3 and 
Theorem 6.1, one has 
8(y) = (-l)‘+‘n[(m + 1)s - (2g + n + m)]r, VT E (A’ge(m, R)*)g_inv. 
Proof. To perform the computation, it is convenient to identify the spaces 
W$(~“l),WlV) and @~<i<~C~(lRm,S~‘Rffl) by representing the op- 
erator 
D:T+ C A(D.FT) 
lalik 
where A, E C,(4Rm, Hom(WR”, Vq[Wm)), by 
70 : (q, P) E R”’ x VR” + c v”&(P) E Cm(Rm,VWm). 
I4 5 k 
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(cf. the proof of Proposition 5.3). It follows then easily that, the components of 
C E [w”* representing symbolically the partial derivatives of X E Vect(llXm), 
(see [9] where similar symbolical computations are used). 
Nowy E (Agl(m, [W)*)g_invdefinesanelement inH(s!,,,+ i,Coc([Wm, S~$!,lJ%8m)), 
namely the class of the cocycle c = x(y) 
(Xo,...,X,-I)H(-l)fy(DXO,...,DXi-,)(rlDE)”. 
In view of the above identification, c may be considered as valued in 
D”(S, ( )Y q+n [w” Sa(rWm)). Its coboundary is valued in D”-l(S~fn([Wm), S~(rWm)) 
and we seek for the y’ E (Ag!(m, [W)*)g_inv which [i&l corresponds to through 
the isomorphism (ii) of Theorem 6.1 (see Remark 6.2). To compute y’, it suffices 
to evaluate (%)(A,“, . . . , A:_ t, a*), Ai E gl(m, [w), Q E Iw”, at x = 0. That is the 
same to compute the constant term of 
(8) (-l)L*(c(A;, . . . ,A;_,)) 
where L,* is the derivation of differential operators in the direction of cx*. Ob- 
serve that 
c(A,*, . . . ,A:_,) =Y(Ao,.,.,At-l)(rlD~)” 
has constant coefficients so that we need only the terms of (8) involving second 
order derivatives of the coefficients of a*. It follows from (7) that if X = cx*, the 
terms of second order in X in 7LxD(r], P) are given by 
- (7A)(o4)%(% P) - (m + 1)@4)lo(% P) 
+ (crD~)?D(rl, (@Op) + C DqiG(rl, Ei(‘yD<)p). 
With 7~(n, P) = (nD$p and P E Vq+nlRm, this gives 
-n[(m + 1)s - (2g +n + m)](aZ$)(T@J-‘. 
Hence the lemma. 0 
Theorem 6.4. Zf n > 0, the space H(~~,+I,~(S~Q’“([W~),S~~([W~))) is iso- 
morphic to (Agf!(m, R)*)iPinu if S = (2q + n + m)/(m + 1) and vanishes other- 
wise. Zfn = 0, it is isomorphic to (Agl(m, W)*),_ inu. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (6) and previous results. •i 
We are now able to compute the cohomology of se,,, + 1 with coefficients in 
q%Y~m), S@“I)). 
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Theorem 6.5. Ifp < q, then H(&+ 1, z)($‘(R”), S,“(lRm))) = 0. Otherwise, the 
inclusion 
induces an isomorphism in cohomology, where n = p - q 2 0. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we denote here by D and Vk the spaces 
D(s,P(Rm),S,4(R”?)) and Dk(s,“(Wm),S~(Rm)) respectively. 
Observe that a cochain on s& + 1 valued in the space of differential operators 
necessarily takes its values in the space of operators of a certain order k. This is 
because se, + 1 is finite dimensional. 
This implies first that H(sB,+ i, 2)) = 0 if p < q because, in this case, the 
spaces H(&+ l,Dk) are all vanishing. 
Second, this also implies that ifp = q + n, n 2 0, 
is an isomorphism. Indeed, if in[S] = 0, then S is the coboundary of some 
Dk-valued cochain T. If k 5 n, then [S] = 0 because Dk c D”. If k > n, then 
again [S] = 0, due to Theorem 6.1 (b) (iii). This proves that in is injective. A 
similar discussion shows that it is onto. 0 
Remark 6.6. When p > q, the cohomology of s&,+1 with coefficients in 
%q(IV, qVV> is non vanishing if and only if S = (m + p + q/m + 1). This 
is why we say that (m +p + q/m + 1) is a critical value for 6. When m = 1, these 
critical values are the special values pointed out in [6] in classifying the 
&z-module D&(R). In [6], they were called ‘resonant’ instead of critical. 
For n 2 0, we define 
Tn : S&+1 -+ D(S;+“(R”),S;(w)) 
T,,(X)P = - C @Xj&, . . .ai,D<,, . . .Dti”P 
j,ll,...J” 
(recall that ai denotes the partial derivation with respect to the i-th coordinate 
and that Dg denotes the derivation with respect to the j-th component of 
5 E BP*)* 
Using the notations of the proof of Lemma 6.3, one can also write 
m(X) = 4X, N@On 
where n and < represent he derivatives acting on P and X respectively. 
For n > 0, we also introduce the map 
^In : s&+1 + D(S,‘+“(R”),S;(R”)) 
given by 
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Yn(X)P = A, .C C+,djX’di,. . .&“Dci, . . . Dci.P. 
I,~lr...Jn 
It is symbolically given by 
Corollary6.7. Letp=q+n. ThespaceH’(s~,+~,~(S~(Wm),S~(IWm))isspan- 
nedby[~~]ifn=Oandby[~,]and[y,]ifn>Ound6=(m+p+q/m+1).Zt 
vanishes otherwise. 
Proof. This easily follows from the previous results. 0 
7. THE SPACE Hom,vtm+, (S,p(Rm),S,4(Rm)) 
In this section, we compute the 0-th cohomology space of &+i with coeffi- 
cients in Hom(S~(lRm),S~(Rm)). It is the space Hom,e,+, (S,P(lRm), S,4(Rm)) of 
s&+ i-equivariant linear mappings from S,“(Rm) into Si(Rm). 
For each n E N, we define 
T,, : S;+n(RM) --+ S,t(FP) 
TnP = C ai, . . .ai,Dci, . . D<;“Pp. 
il.....i, 
With the notations of the proof of Lemma 6.3, T, is represented by the poly- 
nomial (~D,c)~. Moreover, it follows from that proof that 
LX o T,, - T, o LX = -n[(m + 1)6 - (m + 2p + n)]m(X). 
In particular, T,, : S,P”‘(Rm) + S,“(lRl”) is &,+I-equivuriunt if and only if 
n[(m+l)6-(m+2p+n)] =O. 
Observe that 
and 
-h(x) = &(x, c)(CDr) o T+l. 
Moreover, 
m+i(x) = m(x) 0 Ti 
since 7; o Tj = Ti++i. 
Lemma 7.1. Zfp 2 q and if A E Hom(S,P(lR”),S~(R”)) commute with the Lie 
derivations in the direction of 6’1, . . . ,a,,, and of E = xi& then A is a d@erentiul 
operator. 
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Proof. It has been shown in [8] that if S = 0, then under the assumptions of the 
lemma, A is a local operator. In fact, the proof of [8] works also if S # 0. Thus, 
we may assume that A is local. From the theorem of Peetre [lo], it is then locally 
a differential operator. Since it commutes with La,, . . . , La,,, its order is boun- 
ded. 0 
Theorem 7.2. Zf p 2 q and if A E Hom,l,+, ($(rW”),Si([Wm)) is non vanishing 
then either p = q and A is a constant multiple of the identity or p > q, 
6 = (m +p + q/m + 1) and A is a constant multiple of TP _ 4 
Proof. Indeed, since A is a differential operator, it is a 0-cocycle of sem+ 1val- 
ued in D(S,P([Wm), SK(lRm)). The theorem then follows immediately from 
Theorem 6.5. 0 
The case p < q is more difficult. We state directly the theorem. Indeed, we do 
not know whether a lemma similar to Lemma 7.1 holds true in this case. 
Theorem7.3. Zfp < qandA E Hom,p,+,(s,P([Wm),Sb4((Wm)), then A = 0. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A is local (and thus a differential operator, pro- 
ceeding like in the proof of Lemma 7.1). Indeed, it follows from Theorem 6.5 
that a 0-cocycle of SC, + 1 with values in D(S,“(rW”l), S,“(lRm)) is vanishing, be- 
causep < q. 
The proof has three parts. In the first, 6 has not the cricital value 
(m+p+q)l(m+ 1) and we show directly that A = 0. In the second, S = 
(m+p+q)/(m+1)andm~1whileinthethird,S=(m+p+q)/(m+1)but 
m= l.Wesetagainq=p+n. 
(i) The non critical case. We make use of the Casimir operator C,P of the 
se m + i-module S,“(rW*). Recall from [l] that it is the s& + i-equivariant linear 
map from S,P(rW”l) into itself defined by 
where {Xi : i < m(m + 2)) isanybasisofse(m+l,(W)and{Yi:i~m(m+2)} 
is its dual with respect o the Killing form K of se(m + 1, [w) (i.e. K(Xi, q) = 6,). 
By Theorem 7.2, C,P is a multiple c6p of the identity. It is easy to compute. One 
gets 
2(m + l)c,” = m(m + 1)S2 - (m + 2p)(m + 1)s + 2p(m +p). 
Since A is se,+ i-equivariant, one has A o Ci = Ci+’ o A. But 
P+n 
cl5 - $ = -n 6 ( 6 - m+2p+n > m+l ’ 
Therefore, if 6 # (m +p + q)/(m + l), then A = 0. 
(ii) The critical case 6 = (m + 2p + n)/(m + l), m > 1. This case is more 
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delicate to handle. We need some preparations. For each a: E I%“*, B denotes 
the function x -+ a(x) on R” (it is a but viewed as an element of C,(R”)). 
Moreover, Z E SA(R”l) is defined by 
I(<), = E(x), vx E R”, V’E E R”*. 
One has 
L,*Q = &(&Q) + (6 - 1)&Q - Z(cuD~)Q, VQ E S;(IP). 
Using this, the sem+ I-equivariance of A and the assumption S = 
(m+%+n)/(m+ l), one gets, after some computations, 
(m +P - W@Q), = 4ZWdQ)o, VQ E $PJ’Y> 
the index 0 denoting the evaluation at x = 0. This implies easily that 
A(&ZkQ), = 
1 
mfp-(k+l) 
4Zk+‘W’dQ,,. 
Hence, by induction on k, 
A(&. . . &Q)s = (m +p _ 1). :. (m +p _ k) A(zk(atD~). . . (okDoe) 
for each Q E S,“(Rm) and for all (~1,. . , cq E R”‘. 
We now prove that A is local. Suppose that P E Sf(R”‘) vanishes in a neigh- 
borhood of y E R”. We want to show that A(P), = 0. 
Assume first that y = 0. There exists then Qi,... iP E S,“(Rm) such that 
P = ET. . . XQiO.,_i,, 
(&‘, . . . ) em denotes canonical basis of R”* : 8(x) = xi, ‘dx E R”). Then 
because the Qi,,.,i,,,‘s are homogeneous of orderp in < E R”*. 
One reduces the case y # 0 to the case y = 0 just by replacing above x by 
x - y in &Z, E, cx*, etc. 
(iii) The critical case S = (m + 2p + n)/(m + l), m = 1. We denote by t the 
canonical coordinate of R. The map A is of the form 
Expressing the fact that A commutes with Li and Lts leads immediatelty to the 
following relations : 
and 
; Af = Ad/ 
z 
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d 
tzA/ = A,$+nAf. 
, 
From this, it follows first that Af = 0 iff is a polynomial. Indeed, the first re- 
lation shows that iff is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s, then Af is a 
polynomial of degree 5 s but the second relation shows that, in the same time, 
Af is homogeneous of order s + n > s. 
On the other hand, T,, : S, *+” E-2 -+ Sf(R) is slz-equivariant (because 6 is ( ) 
critical). By Theorem 7.2, it follows that A o T, is a constant multiple a of the 
identity on S, ( ). pfn R It is clear that a = 0 because A vanishes on polynomials. 
This reads 
for all f E C,(W). Therefore, A = 0. Cl 
8. THE SPLITTING OF THE SHORT EXACT SEQUENCE (1) FOR M = Rm 
Our aim in this section is to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
short exact sequence of s!, + i- modules (1) to be split (with M = Rm). 
We denote by cp : &(Rm) --+ DAp(Rm) the canonical right inverse of the 
symbol map. If P E S,k(Rm), then v(P) E D&(R”) is the unique homogeneous 
differential operator of order k such that c~(cp(P)) = P. As known, the 
coboundary Ek of the restriction of cp to S,k(lRm) takes its values in 
Hom($(lRm),Z$; ‘(lRm)). M oreover, its cohomology class characterizes the 
isomorphism class of the short exact sequence (1) [I]. In particular, (1) is split if 
and only if Ek is a coboundary of some element of Hom(srk(W”),~~~‘(W”)). 
Lemma 8.1. One has Ek = -uk’p o 71, where 
uk = (WI+ l)X+k- 1. 
Proof. It is just a matter of simple computation. 0 
Lemma 8.2. As a cocycle of&+ 1 valued in Hom(@(lR”), S,k-“(Rm)), 3;r is a 
coboundary ifand only if 
V, = -n((m + 1)s - (m + 2k - n)) 
is non vanishing. 
Proof. By Corollary 6.7, it suffices to show that if yn = dT, then T E 
Hom(@(Rm), S,k-“(Rm)) is a differential operator. Since y,(ai) = 0 and 
y,,(E) = 0, this follows immediately from Lemma 7.1. 0 
Remark 8.3. It is clear that if w, # 0, then ?;I is the coboundary of ( l/vn) T,. 
In the sequel, for A = xi diti E R[t], we denote by A($+) the differential 
operator 
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C AiTi : S,k(Rm) 4 oTk S,kpi(R”). 
i _ 
Proposition 8.4. Zfri, . . . , y,, _ i are coboundaries, then 
(9) Ek = - 
Uk...Uk-n+l 
cp 0 in + %J 0 4rlW 
tq . ..?J._l 
for some polynomial .A” of degree n - 1 such that dn(0) = 0. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. By Lemma 8.1, Ek = -uX_(p oyi . Assume 
that (9) holds true and that T,, is a coboundary. Then, setting 
Uk...Uk-n+l 
a=- 
w1 . . .,&-I 
for simplicity, one successively gets 
6% - &’ 0 -M@O)(X) 
o T,, - ‘PO T,, o LX) 
=; (‘POLX ~T~-Lx~,~~T,)+~(Lx~‘P~T.-~~T~~Lx) 
= -; Ek-n(X) 0 T, + $ (a($~ 0 T,))(X) 
= 7 cp o y1 (A-) 0 T,, + $ (a(~ 0 T,))(X) 
= 7 cp 0 ^(n+ 1 (x) + ; (a(~ 0 T,))(J’) 
becauseyioT,=y,,+i. 0 
Theorem 8.5. The short exact sequence of se,,, + l-modules 
OLD:,-‘([W”)~D,k,(Rrn)~Sgk,O (k> 1) 
is split if and only if 
m+k m+k+l m+2k-1 
m+l ““’ m+l 
or 
(11) 6= 
m+2k-n i-k 
m+l 
and X=- 
m+l 
forsomene {l,,.., k}andsomeiE {l,..., n}. 
Proof. Let n denote the least integer such that 3;1 is not a coboundary, as a co- 
cycle valued in Hom(S,k(Wm),S~-“(Rm)) (we set n = k + 1 if 71,. . . , Tk are 
coboundaries). 
It follows from Lemma 8.2 and Proposition 8.4 that Ek is a coboundary if 
(lo), or (1 l), holds true. 
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Conversely, assume that Ek is a coboundary and that n < k. Then, S = 
(m+2k-n)/(m+l).M oreover, it follows from (8) that Uk . . . u&n+lyn is a co- 
boundary. Since y,, is not a coboundary, ui = 0 for some i E {k - n + 1,. . . , k}. 
Hence the result. Cl 
Corollary 8.6. Zf (m + 1)6 - m $Z No, then there eixsts a unique SC, + l-equivar- 
iant linear bijection crxf’ : DA,(R”) ---) &(Rm) such that, for each A E Dxk,(W”‘), 
the term of highest order of &(A) is the symbol a(A) of A. 
Proof. The existence of &‘p follows immediately from Theorem 8.5. For the 
uniqueness, assume that 0’ has the same properties than cr’fi. Then, for each k, 
the restriction of S = (T’ o (&‘-’ to S,k(R”‘) is of the form 
for some d,+ 1 -equivariant S; E Hom(S,k(R”), S,k-‘(W)“)), i = 1,. . . , k. By 
Theorem7,2,Si=Ofori= l,..., k. •! 
Remark 8.7. The existence and uniqueness of ax“ was shown in [8] for X = p 
and m > 1. It has been obtained in [6,2] for m = 1 and non critical values of 6. 
For critical 6, D,,(R) has been described in [6]. We will not discuss here the case 
of the critical values of S in higher dimension. The next result is also a general- 
ization of a useful result of [6,8]. 
Proposition 8.8. If (m + 1)6 - m $! NO, then T : DAp(Rm) -+ DXfpf(R”‘) is 
&.I -equivariant if and only if there exists constant ak E R such that, for each 
k E N, 
oX’p’ o To (ox”)-’ = ak id 
on S,k(Wm). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 7.3. 0 
9. COHOMOLOGY OF d,,,+, VALUED IN DAp(Rm) 
The computation of H(s&+ i,DDxp(Rm)) is quite similar to that of 
H(d,+ 1, wjvn qrwv>. It uses the short exact sequence (1) and Pro- 
position 5.1 to get first the spaces H(&+i, D,xk,(lRm)), k E N. In most of the 
cases, the cohomology of the module C,(R”, S$R”) vanishes. It is however 
necessary to compute the connecting homomorphism associated to the se- 
quence (1) for some values of 6 and k. This leads also to a sort of critical values 
for /\ and CL. In view of Proposition 5.1, they are not the same when m > 1 as 
when m = 1. 
We only summarize the results, leaving the reader to supply the proofs. 
A. The casem > 1 
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Theorem 9.1. {m > 1) If S $ {O,l} or if S = 1 and X # 0, then 
Ws&+ 1, ~~J~V = 0. 
Theorem 9.2. {m > 1) The space I$(&+,, D$(Rm)) is isomorphic to 
(Agl(m, W*),_ inv. Th e inclusion ofV$(Rm) into VAX([W~) induces an isomorph- 
ism in cohomology. 
Theorem 9.3. {m > 1) One has a short exact sequence 
O4H(s~,+,,V~~([W~))~:(s~~+I,V~,([W~))~H(S~~+~:c~([W~,~~~~~))~O 
where the kernel and the quotient are isomorphic to (Age@, lR)*)g_inv. The in- 
clusion of VA, (R”‘) into Z&l (R”‘) induces an isomorphism in cohomology. 
Remark 9.4. If X # 0, then H(sB,+i, D&+,(R”‘)) is isomorphic to 
(Ilge(m, Y*)g-inv while H(sC,+ ,, Dl,,, , (Rm)) = 0. 
B. The case m = 1 
In this case, the ‘critical’ values are given by (A, p) = ((1 - n/2), (1 + n/2)), 
n E No. Moreover, the description of the cohomology is very close to that of the 
module D(S~(R),S~(R)). This follows from the fact that this module is iso- 
morphic to Db _P,6 _ 4( R) since S,“(R) is isomorphic to the space of (6 - p)-den- 
sities. In particular, the critical values introduced in Section 6 occur whenp - q 
is a positive integer n. They are then given by S = (p + q + 1)/2. In this case, 
1-n 
b-p=7 
l+n 
and 6-q=-. 
2 
Note that these critical values were also obtained in [6], but in a completely 
different way. 
Theorem 9.5. Zf 6 6 N or $6 E NO and X # (1 - S/2), then H(s&, D,,(R)) = 0. 
Theorem 9.6. The inclusion of VtA(lR) into z)~~(lw) induces an isomorphism in 
cohomology. In particular 
Theorem 9.7. If X = (1 - n/2) and I_L = (1 + n/2) for some n E NO, then for each 
u, one has a short exact sequence 
where the kernel (resp. the quotient) is isomorphic to R for u = 1,2 (resp. 0, 1) and 
is vanishing otherwise. Moreover, the inclusion of VAP n(R) into VA,(R) induces 
an isomorphism in cohomology. 
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Remark 9.8. 
(1) One sees in particular that H3(&, DA,(R)) = 0 for all A, ~1 E 08. 
(2) For (A, CL) = (( 1 - n)/2, (1 + n)/2), n E NO, H’(s!z,D~,(R)) is spanned 
by 
and 
This follows from Theorem 9.7. The 7;‘s are exactly the cocycles used in [6] in 
the study of the slz-structure of DA,(R). 
(3) If p = q + n and S = (p + q + n)/2, through the isomorphism between 
~(%‘(%S~(~)) and D(I-~/~),(~++)(Q r,, and y,, become respectively r,’ and 
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